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Who Are We?

@BaileyHanna
She/Her
www.thingstestings taughtme.com

@erikld
He/Him
*as a contractor
Our day

- Overview
- Icebreaker
- What is change?
- Break
- Impacts of Change
- Lunch
- How can we anchor quality during change?
- Break
- Bring it all together
- Q&A
CHANGE AHEAD
Key Takeaways

- Tactics for identifying the true changes occurring
- Tactics for identifying their impacts (self, team, and org)
- Strategies for accepting change and influencing it
Icebreaker
In your tables, find the following

- Who’s been in tech the longest?
- Who’s had the least roles throughout their career?
- Who’s degree/diploma/lack thereof is the farthest from their current role?
- Who lives the farthest from our current location? Closest?
- One interesting fact about each person
What does change look like in an organization?
Main areas of change

- Culture
- Mission/Direction
- Processes
- Leadership
Specific changes in an organization

- Personnel changes (+/-)
- Acquisitions/Mergers
- Changed processes
- Reorganizations
- New projects/products
- Company growth
What changes have you experienced?

In your table groups, discuss some of the changes that you’ve seen in organizations you’ve been a part of.
Any Themes?
BREAK TIME!

Coffee, tea etc. is available in the main area

20 minute break
Why Does Change Matter?
What do these changes do to your team?

Within your table group discuss some of the impacts you have seen come from org changes. How did they impact you? Your team? The organization?
Anything surprising?
Common?
Common impacts that changes can have

- Loss of team morale
- Stress
- Decreased productivity
- Hostile workplace environment
- Fear of job loss
- Increased employee churn
What does this mean for people?
Why we resist change

- Fear of role elimination
- Lack of understanding
- Loss of control
- Real/Perceived lack of competence
- Lack of personal benefit
- Office Politics
- Lack of trust
- Poor timing/execution
What do all of those have in common?

They elicit a negative emotional reaction
How does change make you feel?

Within your table groups, and using some of the types of change you’ve seen before, identify how those situations made you feel.
How can we better prepare for change?

- Identify out loud our issues with it
- Evaluate the emotions we feel
- Identify how we’re directing those emotions
- Take a step back to look at the bigger picture
- Discuss it with colleagues
- Discuss it directly with your manager
BREAK TIME!

Lunch! Meet back here at 12:30
Refresher

- What is change
- How does it impact organizations
- Why do we fight so hard against it
How can we anchor quality during change?
How can we anchor quality?

- Remain open to new ideas
- Ask questions
- Start with empathy
- Get and give context
- Suggest job shadowing
- Be an advocate above all else
That’s great… but how?
Remain Open to New Ideas

- Don’t assume you have all the answers
- Listen fully to proposed solutions
- Understand your own bias
- Sit with the idea for some time before refuting it
Ask Questions

- Get context
- Get background information whenever possible
- Get clarity on unclear areas of requests
- Ask them if they have any questions for yourself/the team
Start with empathy

- Get to know the person/team
- Understand the background and context of the situation
- Get a fresh perspective
- Don’t assume you have the answers
Context

- Make sure they understand your perspective
- Give them information on the background of a project/team and the decisions made
- Ask them for context about their proposal
Job Shadowing

- Get to know one another and the work you do better
- Hands on approach to the above tactics
- Immersive learning experience for both parties
Advocacy

- Advocate for quality more than push your own agenda
- Keep focus on the product/project and the goal
- Eliminates some of the personal bias
Influencing Change

- Focus on the people more than the process
- Slow the process down
- Listen to the team
- Get buy in
- Clearly state expectations
- Allow for challenges and changes
What are ways you can anchor quality?

Within your table group discuss some ways you can think of to implement the tactics we discussed, or come up with new ones! Also discuss any tactics you’ve used in the past and whether they were effective.
Each group share some of their ideas
BREAK TIME!

30 minute break
Bringing it all together...
What can you do?

- Take time to understand the scenario
- Use tactics to minimize the negative impacts of change
- Stay aware of your own position and emotions
- Be willing to acknowledge when a situation just won’t work for you
Lets try it out!
Exercise Time!
Things to keep in mind...

Observers:
- Take notes on the interaction so you can share it with the participants after
- Try not to let the extra context you have slip via facial expressions, sighs etc

Participants:
- Use the tactics we all learned about earlier today
- If you think of a new tactic, use it and right it down to share!
Share your observations!
Any Questions?
What did you learn?

Using the sticky notes on your tables, please write out what you felt provided you the most value, and what you felt provided the least!
Resources

Books:

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team - Lencioni

Web
